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UNITED STATES PATENT office. 
osgAR. G. HOPKINs, of ENAVILLE, IDAHO. 

GEARED TOCOOTWE. 

Application filed February 15, 1927. Serial No. 168,825. 
My present invention relates to improve 

ments in geared locomotives of the Shay 
type that are especially designed for tractive 
force and power at slow speed, and applica 
ble for use on steep grades and sharp turns 
or curves with E. radius on railways. 
In carrying out the principles of my inven 
tion the locomotive is equipped with a pair 
of four wheel trucks, and the wheels, in 
pairs, at the sides of the trucks are coupled together by the usual connecting rod. A 
plurality of engines, of the vertical type are 
employed to operate a rank shaft, and 
power is transmitted to a longitudinally dis 
posed, centrally arranged, flexible jackshaft 
and by means of the jack shaft power is 
transmitted to a driving axle of each of the 
front and rear trucks of the locomotive. 
As is well known this type of locomotive is subjected to excessive wear of its operating 

parts, which require frequent replacements 
- due to friction on account of thesteep grades 
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and sharp curves on the railroad employing 
such locomotives. By the utilization of the 
novel combinations and arrangements of 
arts involved in the locomotive as improved 
E. me. the drive mechanism, transmission mechanism and gearing, as well as the con 
struction of the trucks, are adapted to render 
the required flexibility for a smooth running 
locomotive in which the friction to a maxi 
mum degree is eliminated. 
The invention consists in certain novel 

combinations and arrangements of parts as 
5 will hereinafter be more fully pointed out 
and claimed. 

In the accompanying drawings I have 
illustrated one complete example of the 
physical embodiment of my inyenition where 
in the parts are combined and arranged ac to the best modei have thus far de 
vised for the practical application of the 
principles of my invention. 

Figure 1 is a view in side elevation of a 
geared locomotive involving the features of 
my invention. 

Figure 2 is a plan view showing one of 
the trucks (the rear one) and a E. of the driving and transmission mechanism for 
imparting power to the wheels of the truck, 
it being understood that the front truck is 

with power in like manner. 
gure 3 is an end view of the rear truck as a line 33 of Figure 1. 

parts being illustrated in conven. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged detail sectional yiew showing the lubrication means for the 
joyal bearings of the truck wheels. 

Figure 5 is a transyerse sectional view at 
9ne of the universal joints of the driven, Sectional, transmission shaft supplying pow er from the crank shaft to the BER: E. 
9f the front and rear trucks. - Figure 6 is alongitudinal detail sectional 
yiew of one of the universal joints in the 
flexible transmission shaft. - - - - - - - 

Figure is a detail perspectiye view shoy 
ing one of the adjustable bearing blocks of 
the uniyersal joints. - - - - 
In order that the general assembly and re 

lation of parts may readily be inderstood I 
have shown in Figure 1 a locomotive equipped according to my invention and 
provided yith the usual steam boiler, cab 
2 and fuel and water compartment 3, these 

- conventional style and supported E. the steel girder Qr in 
derframe 4 of the locomotive. The locomo tive is supported on a pair of four-wheel 
trucks as 5 and 6 which are of substantially 
similar construction and adapted for use as 
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SC the driving power of the locomotive. Each 
truck is provided with tyo pairs of wheels 
7 and 8 and 9 and 10 and the pairs of wheels 
of the front truck are coupled together by 
connecting rods 11 while the wheels of the E. the restruck recoupled together 
by copecting rods 12. The wheels 8 at the 
opposite sides of the front truck and the 
wheels 9 at the opposite sides of the rear. 
truck are used as the drivers of the respec 
tive trucks, and of course the connecting 
rods transmit power to the other wheels of 
the trucks in order that the maximum trac tive force may be employed. The truck. 
yheels are counterbalaced as usual, and flanged, and the truck frames are provided with a flexibility that compensates for the 
flanging of all of the traction wheels. 

Each truck is provided with a king or 
pivot pin-13 that co-acts with suitable parts 
on the underframe 4 of the locomotiye and 
the piyotpins are carried at the longitudinal 
center line of the locomotive on the trans 
yerse bolsters 14 of the trucks. These bol 
sters 4 are resiliently supported by springs 
15 and the bottom bolster 16, the latter ar 
ranged parallel with and below the resilient 
bolster 14, and the latter is guided in its 
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vertical lovelacht invertial slots is of the 
truck side-fanies 1 and E. The side frames which extead longitudinally of the 
locoEngfive greathed and is Eer it. Fig. 

stres and are located within the this 
a pacts of the trucks' and codiested at their 
- ends by the dollardly arched bolstei's 19 
and 2. The side frames at their grids Liai 
this end bolstars is alid E. sire cuisected by 

it the enplayirit of double abaelles a yoki's 21 each of vehich comprises agair of bearing 
*: sleeves with their axis.extending ciliale: it 

tive flectual ends of the side fallas 
li aid of the end bolsters, to growicle for the 

equired flexibility at the front grad rear 
- as of the truck . . . s The driving axis, for sch. tuck is deglig 
lated 22 and the drinaxide of each Geick is 

it indicated is 38, asidech isle his a jours and 24 with a special type of learing for 
supportige agentire on these axles. 
Asseen in Figure the Rii an uppet ble 25 having an il or Iulii 3. It dict 36 through which oth may ?tory, 
for an oil or Ericant cup attached to this 
side frame as at said ther through hole falsior their silio '98 rests upon the supporting plate 2 of this -su side frape, and the uppeared over bear. 
ing locks are interlocked by means fig. pending dig 
the lower block, tie whole being bolted in 

23 position in this side frates. 
As there is developed a grefit fungut of 

friction a week the tries and the Eids 
fratics if bearing fragmbers of tha side. 
frties, cite to the relative radyeinent of the 

a 'theels and 'side francis of tha' trackson, 

which comprise assini-circular flage 33 having in oil distributing hirinal B3talu 
45 briele the quiet vertisfact of the heed hub. 8d. This fing 82 is integral rith the upper bearing block. and is located at the 

. .inrise side of the side frients liatween flat lat 
...ter (d the wheelhi, and it will be appar (0. a? that the Elis distributed battgartha 

fange and hub greducefriction battea t these parts caused by relative Infangst of 
the E. find side fries, I will be un 
derstood of coise list all of the heel-hubs 
are this libricated. 

Eric track is provided Yit is section as 
35 of the flexible transarisia susf which is 
'located along the longitudinal axi f this 

- ox{Erotive to iráirc Lalitical E; 'O. af Galateral movement of the transmission 
as the logongative rounds. Curves or passes 
oyer vertical irregularities in the roadbed 
of the railroad Elis shaft sectiou is pro 
vided lith, a bevel pipign is that meshes. 

65 with ahevel ges. 37 on, the driving shaft or 

to one anothai infidthese sleeve 

gigs 3 oil the upper block that it 
into couplementory Intertists or allots 31 CE. 

sia : Easnigglition of the clutch spacil E. provide additional it brigating hiatsins as ifiested in Figures 

'82 wich telescapes ever a polygonal side. 
saft section (3, 

Its,834 

axle 22 of the truck at the reak, or axle 23" 
to the frant trick. The gear and pinion and 
shiftisection 35 afts earlised in gear losing 
conprising the upper section S and lower 
section:23 which exited together in usual 
Initiaar. Tie endbolster 15 of this truck is utilized to sapport this gear housing und to that gridis fashid E.ith a pair (featurally 
located, spired perforated as 40 betweet 
whichi perforated lug 41 of the housing fits. 
old a bait is rised to steur these pit is to 
gether. The rear end boisei 20 is ilso pro ided with thes, perforated cars lin.pdar 
tE ?ittle end bolstes fray be interish: Iged in 
ense of breakages of parts, 

Putter its g frxial a suitable source, here indigated as thrge vertical or 
uprightstigins's, 3d 45 loated at the 
Year if the boiler diri.cgiarietient gosition 
to take secratheefeatri, and for raisi of the Yi. tly 3 of this octaotive. The engines are 
dispus, it i. Eggs 13, Eight 
of the lagiudimilater of the locomotive 
aud cheir pistol. rods 46 are shot E is in 

power to this crankshaft 4 ftlbst ex sids origitudinally of the locomotive and is joiarciled in bearings 45 that are suitably 
st lotted. ". . . . is the allic shaft is quipped with slow speed triye gear 49 and sighar speed gent us 
Saalil the gears are designed to exact 
Wichigal's 3rd 3 all thacantial seation 
is of the jack aliaft or transanission shaft disposed s langitudinal axis of tic 
schofire and jouetailed in bearings. 5. 
The front trick rheels are drien itoa, 

the shaft 3 through.nl EliversaEioint Et, 
sleeve its shift section 5 &nd a second uni 
veil joint Stockie the front. Erie. 33. 

E. 

als, 8 and 32 on shufi sa may be its 
33 . 5)and a suitable shift lear, 
to change, the speed of the locaErictive. 
The power is transmitted fro, the cea 

ission law taal X' launim section. 68 of the trans-Irission 
shaft to the real tuck, driving axle 
thrigha (Liversal join? 61 and its s 

aid this latte sectice, is 
seconduiversal joint 64 to 

the pitigrishaft is also a rected. . . 
The unitial jaifa 38, 38, Elaud 64 are 

of 5gstantially the snuae, constricio ind 
Pl'rticle for the fixing of the transmission 
shaft, while tile telescoping parts 36. and 57 
adjacent the feat trick and the sciple Inetary tilesiopig parts 3 and 3 glo 
eilla-th retir trigle aid in fixing, the shaft: 
and at the sang time provide for a cap 
tingus drie through the transmission shaft.' 

The details df (distruction of the Eniwer 
sat icints are illustrated in Figtres 56 LEid 
if titcle the Sections 35 and 3 are shotrans 
cotlinected by one of these joints. Each joint 
couplists a circular head 83 Faring in its 
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face four L-shaped sockets 66, and these 
sockets are closed by means of a retaining 
ring 67 secured to the head by bolts 68. 
The end of the section 35 is forked as at 

69 and the adjoining end of the shaft sec 
tion 63 is forked as at 70 and these forks are 
provided with bearing pins or journals 71 
that are radially disposed with relation to 
the axes of the shaft sections. These pins 
are journaled in bearing blocks 72 located in 
the L-shaped sockets and each block is fash 
ioned with a cam face 3 with which a wedge 
or cam block 4 co-acts when the set bolt 75 
is turned to adjust the relation of the bear 
ing block and can block for adjusting the 
operating parts of the universal joint, and to 
take up the Wear on the journals and pins. 

3. 

When the wear becomes excessive the adja 
cent sides of the split journals may be milled 
or planed off to re-establish a tight bearing. 
Having thus fully described my invention, 

what I claim as new and desire to secure by letters Patent is 
In a geared locomotive the combination 

with spaced driving trucks and intermediate 
transmission shaft arranged to flex along the 
longitudinal axis of the locomotive, said 
trucks comprising side frames and end bol 
sters, double shackles joining the ends of 
the end bolsters and side frames, gear hous 
ings on the trucks and connections between 
said housings and said end bolsters. 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 
OSCAR C. HOPKINS. 
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